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Save the girls purse

Save the Girls Touch Screen Purses began after its founder, Tami Lange, had two daughter's phones bite into the dust that same week. One washed and spun, the other lost while hiking. His brother-in-law has a solution. She uses her bra as a cell pocket even though she has breast cancer! Lange decided it was time to
stop the madness. She developed a way for women and girls to carry their phones safely and securely. He quit his job for 20 years and flew to Asia where he found three factories to make his products. Save the Girls donate 10% of their profits to breast cancer research. Get yours today! I think it's safe to say that almost
everyone has a smartphone, or at least that kind of phone these days. Modern smartphones come with a huge price tag so it's smart to invest in a mobile phone case that will protect that expensive gadget from damage when you drop it. One case that gained popularity due to its secondary function as a fashion
accessory was a mobile phone wallet or, more importantly, a crossbody phone bag. Whatever you choose to call it, the phone wallet is a funny alternative to clunky phone cases that will surely end up in your wallet anyway. There's only one problem. It's very annoying to take your phone out of your wallet whenever you
need to use it, which, let's face it, is all the time. Save the Girls offers a great phone bag or crossbody wallet that is not only stylish but functional. The clear pocket allows you to look at your phone screen without ever removing it from your wallet. Not only is the bag clear for easy viewing, you can also type and use your
phone's touchscreen function. You can text, answer calls, and take selfies, and more, right behind the clear pocket where your phone is. Save the Girls design is perfect as a fashionable accessory that suits almost any outfit. Lightweight body slings over your shoulder crossbody style for ultimate comfort. Besides being
super cute, it's multi-functional. Sure, this unique mobile wallet is designed around the concept of holding your smartphone, but what's the point of only having one bag to hold your phone? The super cute crossbody phone bag has a perfect extra pocket for a number of items, including credit cards, money, car keys,
lipstick, mace, you name it. Not only is it multi-functional but there are a number of different style options available for those who want to have a Save the Girls mobile wallet. In fact, there are 16 different styles available to choose from. These include styles such as Classic Elegance, The Weekender, and Allure. They
even have rfid options. The idea behind this unique crossbody wallet design is to marry style and functionality perfectly in harmony Balanced. I'd say they did a good job. You can view their complete collection and buy your favorite collection in SavetheGirls.com. Be sure to use the code, 'Newswatch10' for discounts. 21%
OFF The Whole | Free KN95 Gift Mask with Age Verification Order By clicking enter you verify that you are old enough to consume alcohol. 21% OFF Entire Store | Free KN95 Gift Mask with Age Verification Order By clicking enter you verify that you are old enough to consume alcohol. Alcohol.
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